
 

Mia Cook for Target and Access Officer  

I’m currently in my first year, studying Education which obviously means I have plenty of free time to be on the HUS!  

As a first generation, state educated student who hadn’t considered going to university until I was 16, I know first-

hand how valuable access work is. When my sixth form college suggested I apply to Cambridge, my family told me to 

forget it – it would be too expensive, it’s not a place for ‘people like us’, you have to be a genius…Basically every 

stereotype you’ve ever heard about Cambridge, that’s all we ever knew about it. Still now I am explaining to my 

grandparents that a Cambridge degree costs the same as any other university in the UK. 

From attending a state-school residential, watching an embarrassing amount of study youtubers and being paired 

with a current Cambridge student during the application process, I just about got the confidence to apply and then 

turn up on the first day of freshers! 

I didn’t sit my A-Level exams until I was 20 years old due to illness and by this time I had again assumed Cambridge 

wasn’t an option. I would love to use this position to demystify the Cambridge admissions process, especially for 

people with disabilities where concerns about support and accessibility can deter someone from applying at all.  

Experience  

- Taken an active role in access work at Homerton this year, from hosting college tours and helping with the 

interviews over Christmas.  

- Sat on the CUSU Class Act committee as the LGBT+ representative for the last two terms.  

- Made links with schools in my hometown that currently have no contact with Cambridge: I have given talks 

about university and helped applicants write their personal statements and prepare for interview.   

What I will do for prospective applicants  

- Continue to co-ordinate both the CUSU and Homerton specific shadowing schemes.  

- Increase Homerton’s presence on social media, highlighting the experience of students from access 

backgrounds.  

- Collate and make available, clear information about funding and bursaries as this is often a key concern for 

prospective applicants.  

- Equip Homerton students to visit their local schools in order to boost outreach efforts for schools that have 

been consistently missed by central university target initiatives.  

- Following the success at other colleges, work with liberation officers to organise open days specifically for 

students with disabilities and for BME students.  

What I will do for current students  

- Work closely with the Class Act Officer to ensure the campaign is enacted here at Homerton, and to 

encourage other Colleges to include both Access officers and Class act positions on their JCRs  

- Work with the Personal and Social Development officer to expand the alumni mentoring scheme to include 

pairing based on Class Act background (as those of us from access backgrounds are least likely to enter ‘top 

job’ sectors after university).   

- Organise social events, especially during freshers to ensure students from access backgrounds settle into life 

at Homerton.  

- Work with Homerton students to ensure effective conversations of diversity are brought to the forefront of 

the college, and support university wide campaigns that aid this such as the ‘Cut the Rent’ and ‘Decolonise’ 

campaigns.  

 


